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The global cloud storage market is segmented into private, public, and hybrid models based upon deployment mode.
Hybrid model is a combination of both.

China will experience the fastest growth in public cloud services spending over the five-year forecast period 
In 1Q19, cloud IT environments accounted for  The ability to work outside the office makes companies more
global and connected. The weeks before Christmas is when traffic increases immensely. This research report
analyzes this market depending on its market segments, major geographies, and current market trends. How
many visitors does your site have from February to October? And even just a slow website hurts your bottom
line way too much. The spending guides are delivered via pivot table format or custom query tool, allowing
the user to easily extract meaningful information about each market by viewing data trends and relationships.
Founded in , IDC is a wholly-owned subsidiary of International Data Group IDG , the world's leading media,
data and marketing services company that activates and engages the most influential technology buyers.
Hybrid cloud â€” this is when a company uses both a public and a private cloud. Due to rapid growth in
malicious hacking technologies, data security is at risk and can lead to heavy losses for the company if critical
data is hacked. This segment of the market continues to be highly impacted by demand from a handful of
hyperscale service providers, whose spending on IT infrastructure tends to have visible up and down swings.
Growth in demand for low cost data storage, backup, and data protection augments the growth of the cloud
storage market among several user groups including small, medium, and large enterprises. Based on
component type, the global cloud storage market is segmented into two types, namely, software, and service.
Platform as a Service PaaS â€” A place for application development and testing. Picture this: You own a
website that sells Christmas decorations. Unlike any other research in the industry, the comprehensive
spending guide was designed to help IT decision makers to clearly understand the industry-specific scope and
direction of public cloud services spending today and over the next five years. But what type of cloud do they
choose? Industry participants have realized the importance of strengthening the overall cloud storage market
to ensure data recovery and back up and easy accessibility of documents from any device and location. Public
cloud storage systems are available commercially over the internet whereas private clouds use a virtual private
network VPN restricting the access to specific organizations or entities and are more secure than public
clouds.


